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As everyone knows, knowing things in advance help you to plan your life and
after three years of meticulous learning it offers various opportunities to
embellish our career. WDC in collaboration with IQAC, Shyam Lal College
organized a Career Counselling session on ‘career progression: the
technological path ahead’ on 9th January, 2020. The Speaker for the session
was Dr. Neelima Nagpal and was attended by 21 students. The motive of this
counsel session has been to spread awareness of the available options after our
graduation since currently students do not know what is in their future and they
endure confused.

As we had various options open after graduation according to our potential
interest and resources available. So, she started this counselling by asking
questions to the students what do they want to do in their future? Some said
they

would study further and some expressed to take a job. So, he had

bifurcated this counsel into two parts. First session was planned to go for further
studies and second was hovering around avenues to pursue a job.

So, she started with first option in first place that is plan to go for further
studies.

The very first option told by her was a Post-Graduation

degree(MBA/MSc/MA/MCom). Rather, those students who are interested in
research can opt for Doctoral studies thereafter. Preparing for civil services
exam is also a much-foreseen path chased by many. Then, we have CA, CS,

ICWA, as professional courses whose foundation level examination is exempt if
enrolled with a Degree. They are the choice of most of the commerce graduates
as they provide a promising career once they have crossed over the exams.
Since, there is no need to take the foundation exam as we can get a direct entry
and it's level 2 on the basis of our B.Com degree, it is also a commonly opted
career path. Next option we have CRISIL certified Analyst, it provides students
with live projects on various Research and Analysis subjects and being a
professional course it offers a handsome earning option. Also the fees for the
program are comparatively underpriced. Then she talked about actuarial
science. This is relatively a difficult course; it includes subject related to risk
analysis and it lands after successful completion mostly in the finance and
Insurance sector. So, it requires high mathematical and statistical skills. Then,
MBA student should be thinking about in what subject they want to get
specialization in their MBA even before filling its application form. Then, he
had come to the chartered financial analyst(CFA). Generally, the duration of
CFA course is 2.5 year and it is designed to cover and certify the competence
and integrity of financial analyst. So, these are still more options which has
been offered in the academic world.

With all the rounds of discussions, it was concluded that first identify the
marketability of the course and your interest area in the relevant field. Never
attempt to run a rat-race when the destination is same, cherishing your journey
is equally crucial, may be most important. The session ended with a vote of
thanks.

